As experience shows the practical, reliable assessment and optimisation of total costs of logistical processes implemented in supply chains of foundry plants is a quite complex and complicated process, because it requires to enclose all, without exception, performed actions, including them in various reference cross-sections, systematic activities and finally transforming them in a totally homogenous collection. Only solid analysis and assessment of assortment management in logistical supply systems in foundry plants of particular assortment groups allows to lower the supply costs significantly. In the article the analysis and assessment of the newest implemented optimising algorithms are presented in the process stock management of selected material groups used in a production process of a chosen foundry plant. A practical solution to solve a problem of rotary stock cost minimisation is given as well as of costs while creating a stock with the usage of economical volume and value of order.
Introduction
Everyday practise shows that having rational basis assessment and costs optimising of logistic processes connected with supply accomplishing, which stands for supply chains in foundry plants, is a process that is characterised by a rather large complexity. The proper solution to these problems requires considering all implemented in this field activities, proper placing in various reference cross-sections and different systematic and transforming activities in order to create totally homogonous collections. Only solid analysis and assessment of assortment management in logistical supply systems in foundry plants of particular assortment groups allow to lower the supply costs significantly [1, 2, 4] . Management methods of material stocks for production in enterprises are usually treated as separate for each ordered assortment alone. Based on practical experience it may be stated that in some peculiar cases much better solution, in case of stocks cost optimisation, will be the implementation of algorithms, which are connected with separate assortments groups. Among the most important factors of such approach based on assortment grouping and subjecting them to common procedure of creating the stock volume may be [1-6]:
• implementing of limits in supply process i.e. precisely defined number of deliveries in particular period, limited stock area or having limited capital; • supplying at the same supplier or at the supplier close to each other of various assortment items.
Method of research
Used in own research, method of optimising the rotary stock cost amount minimises the average stock value and consequently the cost of its maintaining. As an advantage of this method it may be treated the possibility of its implementation in cases when the data connected with the amount of service costs of one order and e.
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